Fluorine-induced J-aggregation enhances emissive properties of a new NLO push–pull chromophore†
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Over the last few decades, organic-based optoelectronic materials displaying good 2nd order nonlinear optical (NLO) and emission properties have received great scientific attention. Among all possible substrates, linear π-conjugated organic molecules, and notably p-phenylene vinylene (PPV) derivatives, are of particular interest due to their broad absorption bands, high luminescence quantum yields, and large Stokes shifts. Moreover, PPV structures have been used as convenient π-bridges between strong electron donor (D) and acceptor (A) groups, whose electronic properties can be finely tuned by the insertion of suitable electron-withdrawing or donating substituents. In this respect, fluorination of A groups offers the possibility of modulating optical and electrical properties of push–pull organic chromophores, lowering their HOMO and LUMO energy levels and facilitating the charge transfer process, thus enhancing the 2nd order NLO response. Fluorination also affects crystal packing of conjugated organic mate-

rials, which is a key issue in determining their electronic and optical properties, and therefore their potential use in electronic and optoelectronic devices. On the other hand, linear π-conjugated materials tend to strongly aggregate in the solid state and in concentrated solutions, yielding π-stacked structures, which often suppress luminescence and NLO properties. A good strategy to optimize both properties is to design molecules characterized by a low tendency to aggregate when dispersed or dissolved, but self-assemble into J-type aggregates in the solid state. J-aggregates are characterized by a narrow and intense absorption band, bathochromically shifted with respect to the isolated molecule, and are known to enhance both the emissive* and the NLO properties. Aryl–fluoroaryl interactions, among others, have been exploited to dictate self-assembly of large aromatic chromophores into J-aggregates.

We have recently reported the synthesis, structural, and optical characterization of a new NLO chromophore consisting of a push–pull system where a PPV moiety spaces an electron-donor end, working as the halogen-bond-acceptor terminus, and a p-iodotetrafluorophenyl end, working as the halogen-bond-donor terminus (1a in Scheme 1). This chromophore, while being effective from the point of view of NLO properties, did not show any emission in the solid state and a very low one in solution (Quantum Yield, QY = 0.14 in toluene), as a likely consequence of the presence of iodine. Here our attention focuses on the de-iodinated derivative 1b (Scheme 1), which being devoid of the I atom, should not only be preserved from the heavy atom effect on luminescence, but also favor the aryl–fluoroaryl interactions with respect to self-complementary halogen bonded arrangements. This, in fact, results in J-aggregates in the solid state due to antiparallel stacking of (2,3,5,6-tetrafluorostyryl)benzene moieties. As a consequence of this, 1b shows an intense solid state luminescence. Moreover, due to its low tendency to aggregate in solution, it shows a large NLO response even at high concentrations.

Standard synthetic procedures and flash chromatography purification afforded 1b in high yield as bright yellow powder, which was fully characterized by 1H and 19F solution-NMR, FT-IR, mass spectrometry and dynamic light scattering (DLS).
measurements, 1b was also subjected to full optical characterization in solution and in the solid state, and to single crystal X-ray analysis.

The absorption spectrum of 1b in solution (Fig. S1†) showed a weak solvatochromic effect, whereas a large emission red-shift occurred when increasing solvent polarity, with photoluminescence (PL) maximum moving from 445 nm in pentane to 604 nm in acetonitrile. The PL quantum yield of 1b was 0.90 in toluene, close to that previously reported for a similar PPV derivative.\(^{15}\)

Second-order NLO properties of 1b were examined by the solution-phase electric field induced second-harmonic (EFISH) generation method. Measurements of \(\mu_\beta_2\) (the product between the molecular dipole moment \(\mu\) and the projection of the quadratic hyperpolarizability tensor \(\beta\)) were carried out in CHCl\(_3\) and DMF solutions, at 1907 nm non-resonant frequency in the dipole moment from the ground to the excited state (\(\Delta\mu_1\)). For compound 1b, TD-PBE0/6-311++G(d,p) calculations in vacuo\(^{16}\) provided a \(\Delta\mu_1\) value of 17.7 D, slightly lower than that computed for 1a, 19.0 D, at the same level of theory (see Table S1† for a detailed comparison between computed properties of compounds 1a and 1b). Interestingly, unlike other D-PPV-A systems,\(^{15}\) which show strong concentration quenching of NLO properties and strong solvent dependence, the \(\mu_\beta_2\) value of 1b in CHCl\(_3\) solutions did not change on going from 10\(^{-3}\) to 10\(^{-3}\) M. This behaviour can be rationalized on the basis of the poor tendency of 1b to form aggregates in solution at concentrations up to 10\(^{-3}\) M as demonstrated by both DLS and \(^{19}\)F NMR measurements at different concentrations. In fact, no shift was detected in \(^{19}\)F signals and no aggregates were observed using DLS, proving the absence of significant intermolecular interactions in solution. This result is particularly relevant to the idea of device construction since a limiting factor is often represented by dye loading.

Furthermore, the \(\mu_\beta_2\) value of 1b did not increase or change sign on going from CHCl\(_3\) to DMF, as was observed for 1a, as a consequence of the specific involvement of the iodine atom in the formation of a halogen bond with the oxygen atom of DMF.\(^{11,14}\) In the case of 1b, the insensitivity of \(\mu_\beta_2\) to the environment indicates the absence of a specific attractive interaction involving the \(p\)-hydrogen atom of the fluorinated ring and affecting the NLO response.

Single crystals of 1b, obtained upon slow evaporation at r.t. of a chloroform solution, consisted of extremely thin and friable millimetric yellow plates with micrometric thickness (see ESI† for details concerning the experimental setup, structure solution, refinement, and full description). The (001) one being the only developed face, these crystals can be considered almost “two-dimensional”, with a high tendency to curl up. As far as the supramolecular organization of the molecules of 1b in the crystal is concerned, the packing is completely different from that of \(p\)-iodotetrafluorophenyl analogue 1a, where halogen bonding drives the molecular self-assembly in the solid state giving rise to infinite chains. Here, the hydrogen atom on the fluorinated aromatic ring, despite its quite acidic properties, is not involved in any strong attractive interaction. Interestingly, the main structural feature is a \(\pi\)–\(\pi\) antiparallel overlapping of a pile of [tetrafluorostyryl]benzene groups, where the centroid of the fluorinated ring is located at 3.772 and 3.829 Å from the two nearest hydrogenated ones (see Fig. 1 showing, among others, the shortest \(C\)–\(C\) intermolecular contacts, \(C2\)–\(C12\), \(C\)–\(C\) distance of 3.326 Å, and \(C9\)–\(C51\) distance of 3.379 Å). In such an arrangement, adjacent molecules are sufficiently slipped to give rise to J-aggregates (slip angles \(\theta_1 = 20.76^\circ\) and \(\theta_2 = 20.12^\circ\), Fig. S3†)\(^{19}\) with optimized aryl–fluoroaryl face-to-face interactions. Moreover, these piles give rise to side-to-side F\(\cdots\)C\(_{Ar}\) contacts. The result is the formation of a 2D structure in the plane (001), from whose surface the dimethylamino-benzene groups emerge, parallel to the (201) direction. These deeply cut

Table 1. \(\mu_\beta_2\) values \((\times10^{-58} \text{ esu})\) of NLO-phore 1b by EFISH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concentration (M)</th>
<th>CHCl(_3)</th>
<th>DMF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(10^{-3})</td>
<td>+800</td>
<td>+850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2 \times 10^{-4})</td>
<td>+816</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. A cluster of 1b molecules projected down the crystallographic \(b\) axis, showing the shortest \(\pi\)–\(\pi\) and methyl\(\cdots\)\(\pi\) interactions as dotted lines.
surfaces fit together due to a side-to-face coupling of two dimethylamino-benzene groups, the angle being about 64° between the two aromatic rings (see Fig. S6† in the ESI for an additional projection of the crystal packing evidencing the relative orientation of adjacent J-aggregates). This arrangement is promoted by attractive CH···π interactions between dimethylamino-benzene groups of adjacent J-aggregates (see in Fig. 1 contacts H23A⋯C17−x,y−1/2,z−1 2.88 Å and H24A⋯C18−x,y,3/z−2 2.85 Å).

Interestingly, pairs of molecules of 1b did not fully overlap in the crystal in an antiparallel manner as could be expected from the optimized overlap of the opposite quadrupolar moments of the dimethylamino- and tetrafluoro-benzene rings (arrangement H in Scheme 1). DFT calculations at B97D/6-31+G(d,p) level on 1b dimers were therefore performed,16 considering different arrangements as starting points for geometry optimization, and found three dimers with significant interaction energy. As expected, the most stable one, associated with a counterpoise-corrected interaction energy ΔE_CP of −23.6 kcal mol⁻¹, was the one with the two molecules fully overlapped according to arrangement H. In the other two, molecules were only partially overlapped and arranged either in an antiparallel (arrangement J, Scheme 1) or parallel fashion (ΔE_CP = −18.8 and −17.4 kcal mol⁻¹, respectively). The antiparallel partially overlapped optimized geometry J reproduces quite well that observed in the crystal (see Fig. S7†). The tendency of 1b to crystallize forming J-aggregates, instead of the most stable arrangement H, may find explanation in neglecting, in DFT calculations, of the additional intermolecular interactions, in particular the above-mentioned CH···π interactions between overlapping dimethylamino-benzene groups of adjacent J-aggregates, which could not take place in a hypothetical H-aggregate.

As far as solid-state PL properties of 1b are concerned, native powders coming from chromatography purification displayed bright, narrow yellow emission centred at 524 nm, with a small Stokes shift (160 meV) and a PL QY of 0.70 (Fig. 2). Conversely, powders of 1b obtained by fast precipitation showed broader emission with a shoulder at about 565 nm, and 0.36 PL QY. The electronic absorption spectrum of both powders in nujol mull showed the superposition of two bands (see Fig. S2 in the ESI†), a broad and strong band centred at around 403 nm, resembling that in solution, and a strong, red-shifted peak at 476 nm. The latter is the typical feature of J-aggregates in the solid state, which agrees with the single crystal X-ray analysis. In order to assess the molecular-level PL properties of 1b, we prepared its inclusion complex with deoxycholic acid (DCA), which is known to prevent solid-state aggregation.17 As shown in the inset of Fig. 2, emission of the 1b-DCA adduct is blue-shifted to 511 nm, with QY = 0.72 and a Stokes shift of about 480 meV. Interestingly, PL QY of native 1b is comparable to that of 1b-DCA, whereas its Stokes shift is much smaller. However, the origin of the broader and weaker emission of the fast precipitated powder would require further analysis.

The quite different PL properties of the two powder samples would suggest different crystallinity and packing interactions for the two samples shown in Fig. 2. Unexpectedly, XRPD spectra (Fig. 3) show the same diffraction pattern for both samples, the only difference being the average size of the crystallites, smaller for the fast precipitated powders than for the native ones (56 and 134 nm respectively, see ESI†).

In order to assess the influence of crystal size on the PL properties of 1b, we have mechanically milled 1b to further reduce the crystallite average size (see Fig. 5†). Even though the crystallinity of the powders is not affected by grinding (XRPD spectra show the same diffraction pattern, see Fig. 3), the room temperature PL spectrum displays a relevant (197 meV) red shift after grinding (see Fig. 4, left) accompanied by a sensitive reduction of the PL QY (by a factor 4). However, by lowering the temperature, the PL spectra of the two powders show the same peaks, with a different relative intensity distribution (see Fig. 4, right).18

At room temperature, exciton migration induces trapping at lower energy centres (contaminations or structural dislocations

---

**Fig. 2** Solid state PL excitation (PLE) and emission spectra of powders of 1b from chromatography purification (black line) and from fast precipitation (red dashed line). Inset: absorption and emission spectra of the 1b-DCA inclusion complex.

**Fig. 3** XRPD patterns of 1b: (A) native powder; (B) powder obtained by fast precipitation; (C) ball-milled powder. The crystallite average sizes were estimated through the Scherrer equation integrating the area underneath the XRD peak at 2θ = 12.84°. The crystallite average sizes were 134, 56 and 34 nm for A, B and C, respectively.
located at the crystal grain boundaries) possessing lower emission efficiency. At low temperature the excitations are more localized and their migration towards the low energy trap states is hampered. The PL red-shift and lower QY observed for ground powders, at room temperature, can be accounted for by the higher content of low emissive traps, rather than to different crystal packing properties.

In conclusion, this study provides a new highly emissive push–pull NLO chromophore, whose solid-state molecular packing is driven towards J-type aggregation by means of aryl–fluorochromic interactions. The absence of concentration quenching of the NLO properties is particularly relevant. In fact, for example, while electric poling of composite polymeric films with embedded molecular second-order NLO chromophores⁴ is an intensively investigated approach, it is often limited by the maximum loading of the dye inside the polymeric matrix.²⁰

The results described in this paper may pave the way to new design principles for the optimization of solid-state linear and NLO properties of organic chromophores. Moreover, we have shown that 1b possesses interesting mechanofluorochromic properties²¹ with emission dependent on the powder average crystal sizes that can be tuned by grinding.

The mechanofluorochromic properties of 1b as well as fabrication of optoelectronic devices thereof are under current investigation and will be reported elsewhere.
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